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Everybody loves a sheikh Except his family when he disgraces
himself in a public place and it goes viral on social
media.Sheikh Ibrahim al Ansari has been estranged from his
family for around five years, living in a neighbouring Arab
country and becoming even rich through his own efforts The
last thing he expects is an invitation to his father s birthday
party The only thing is, the invitation back into the bosom of the
family comes with strings Strings that Bram has no intention of
letting twine around him.Ruby likes to keep on the move, not
getting close to anyone since the family scandal that destroyed
her comfortable life and Olympic ambitions Working as a temp
is perfect and when her job takes her to work for Sheikh
Ibraham, it s just another day in paradise, or the desert, as the
case may be.Losing his secretary temporarily to a skiing injury
is the last thing Bram needs but his friend s suggestion he use
Ruby as cover to avoid the unwelcome arranged marriage
makes him look at her in a new way For Ruby the financial
benefits are the chance of putting the past behind her forever.I
really enjoyed seeing Bram and Ruby get to know each other
They both have wounds from the past, some seeming to be
self inflicted, like Bram s estrangement from his family and
Ruby has faced betrayal two too many times.This is a sweet
romance but it has just the right amount of sizzle to make the
connection between the characters work A lovely read and a
satisfying Happy Ever After.I received this book from the
Author in an on line competition. Bram was next in line to the
throne and was engaged to be married to a woman his parents
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chose for him since birth, however he enjoyed sports and his
freedom So five years ago, he went home to prepare for his
wedding but found out that his fiancee was in love with his
younger brother, so he sacrifices himself by planting a
scandalous scene in which he gets disinherited by his father
Five years later, his fiancee is now married to his brother his
brother has taken his reign while he still lives in exile While his
assistant is recovering from an accident, Ruby is sent to fill in
his absence Bram misses his family and wants to make
amends to his father for his past behavior so he plans to go
home to apologize but secretly finds out that his father their
enemy have plans for him to marry his ex fiancee s 17 yr old
daughter Not willing to marry a 17 yr old, he comes up with a
plan to marry Ruby instead and divorce in a few months What
we have is 2 people who have been hurt in the past and form a
close friendship There is not much of a romance no sex at all
but they were still sweet together and some may enjoy it
especially if you are tired of ass heros Bram was a good guy in
every way. Enjoyed this storyContent Clean there is some mild
innuendo and language This book is a really good book This
author puts her stories together to give the reader dreams and
long time memories The cover of the book is just beautiful This
is a home run for Liz. From Secretaryto The Sheikh S Wife
Sheikh Ibrahim Al Ansari Knows A Reconciliation With His
Estranged Father Means Accepting His Father S Choice Of
Brideunless He Gets There First Luckily He Has The Perfect
Princess In Mind His New Assistant Ruby DanceAfter Her Last
Cheating Boyfriend, Ruby Is Avoiding All Commitments, But
This Promotion Could Help Her Family, So She Agrees To A
Temporary Marriage She Should Be Craving Her Next
Assistant Role, Not The Devastating Beauty Of The Desert
And The Man Who Rules It All Liz Fielding elevates the
category romance to an art form and this book demonstrates
why Loved every word. 4 1 2 STARS A really fun connection
between the main characters makes Liz Fielding s upcoming
release a joy to read Not only are we watching a romance
spark, but we catch ourselves smiling quite often at the sass
this couple shows towards each other Really enjoyed them The
only thing I was left wanting was a little time with them Once
banished from his home country, Sheikh Ibrahim al Ansari
knows he can t return home without a bride on his arm unless
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he wants to be forced into marriage with the woman his
estranged father has chosen for him He lucks into the fact that
his new temporary assistant fits his needs to a tee and has
agreed to a temporary marriage of convenience Ruby Dance
has her own painful past that she lives every day running from,
so if she can help Bram to rectify past mistakes and reunite
with his family, she is all for it Neither of them expect to actually
fall for each other when they are spending time preparing for
their trip, but when it happens, will they decide to make their
marriage a real one This book is exactly what a romantic
getaway should be I was swept away to a far away land while
reading The Sheikh s Convenient Bride The setting is beautiful,
the hero is rich, head strong, smart, handsome, and a
disinherited Sheikh The heroine is smart, beautiful, sassy and
strong willed and has been wronged in her past The Sheikh s
Convenient Bride by Liz Fielding is a wonderful book Liz
Fielding has a true talent for describing the setting and her
characters, so you can close your eyes and be taken away
This book is just the definition of romance in a desert setting I
found the story to be fast paced and has just enough heat to
add a bit of sizzle to it I took my time and read this book over a
couple of evening, so I could savor the story The Sheikh s
Convenient Bride now has found a home on my keeper
shelf.Oh, and whoever was responsible for the cover art of the
book did an outstanding job, it has a beautiful cover. This is
such a treat Thank you, thank you, Ms Fielding, for an
absolutely wonderful touching, intense, utterly romantic read
Sigh This one really hit the spot In The Sheikh s Convenient
Princess, her 65th category romance novel for Harlequin, multi
award winning author Liz Fielding proves once again why she s
one of the genre s best loved and most gifted writers with this
engaging, poignant and captivating tale I devoured in one
sitting Efficiency is PA Ruby Dance s middle name
Conscientious, meticulous and dedicated to her job, Ruby puts
all of her heart, soul and energy into her career and is one of
the best personal assistants in London However, beneath the
efficient and buttoned up veneer lies a woman who has had
than her fair share of heartbreak, anguish and disappointment
Having been let down in the past, Ruby had erected
impenetrable barriers around herself which many had tried and
failed to breach and when she had met, through the course of
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her work, someone she had thought she could trust, she had
been bitterly disappointed when she had been betrayed once
again Vowing never to be so easily persuaded to let down her
guard ever again, Ruby strengthens her resolve to keep
emotion and any kind of personal attachment at bay, so when
her boss asks her to travel to a desert kingdom to act as a
temporary PA to Sheikh Ibrahim al Ansari, she jumps at the
chance, unaware that fate is about to turn her life upside down
All his life, Ibrahim Bram al Ansari had been destined for a life
of duty and responsibility until he had disgraced himself in
public and found his antics splashed all over every single
tabloid in the world Ostracised by his family and told never to
set foot in his home ever again, Bram had had no other choice
but to stay away from the people he loved most in the world
and the kingdom that was set to be his one day Bram had
thought that he would be shunned by his family forever until he
receives a summons from his dying father asking him to come
back home However, this reconciliation comes with a price if
he is to be welcomed back to his desert kingdom, he must
accept his father s choice of bride unless he gets there first
Bram needs a temporary bride who would agree to be his
convenient wife for a short period of time and the perfect
candidate has just turned up on his doorstep his new PA, Ruby
Dance Marriage was definitely not on the agenda for Ruby, but
a convenient marriage with a set expiration date and an
attractive financial settlement at the end of it could be the
answer to all of her money problems but Ruby hadn t counted
on falling head over heels with her handsome Sheikh Will she
find the strength and courage to walk away from the man she
has fallen in love with at the end of their convenient
arrangement And to the point, will Bram want her to Liz
Fielding is one of my favourite romance writers, so whenever I
pick up one of her books my expectations are pretty high and
she manages to exceed them every single time Like all of her
previous releases, The Sheikh s Convenient Princess is a
charming, engrossing and mesmerizing romantic read that is
absolutely impossible to put down.Ruby and Bram are such
wonderful characters Ruby is a terrific heroine and her journey
from reticent secretary to spirited heroine is an absolute joy to
read and Bram is a gorgeous hero who is sexy, kind hearted
and honourable.With The Sheikh s Convenient Princess, the

fantastic Liz Fielding has once again penned an unforgettable
read destined for keeper shelves the world over and I am
already counting down the days for the next release by this
outstanding writer of romantic fiction
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